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Abstract. In the article, we find the best possible parameters 1, 1, 2 and 2 on the interval
Œ0;1=2 such that the double inequalities
H.a;bI1/ < ˛A.a;b/C .1 ˛/T .a;b/ < H.a;bI1/;
G.a;bI2/ < ˛A.a;b/C .1 ˛/T .a;b/ < G.a;bI2/





2 d= , H.a;bI/D 2ŒaC .1 /bŒbC .1 /a=.aCb/, G.a;bI/Dp
ŒaC .1 /bŒbC .1 /a are the arithmetic, integral, one-parameter harmonic and one-
parameter geometric means of a and b, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For ; 2 Œ0;1, the arithmetic mean A.a;b/, harmonic mean H.a;b/, geometric
mean G.a;b/, integral mean T .a;b/ [25], one-parameter harmonic mean H.a;bI/
and one-parameter geometric mean G.a;bI/ of two distinct positive real numbers














H.a;bI/DHŒaC .1 /b;bC .1 /b; (1.3)
G.a;bI/DGŒaC .1 /b;bC .1 /b; (1.4)
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respectively. The integral mean T .a;b/ has been the subject of intensive research
in recent years due to it has been widely applied in pure and applied mathematics,






























is the modified Bessel function of the first kind [1],   .x/ D R10 e t tx 1dt is the
classical gamma function [13,39], andL.a;b/D .b a/=.logb  loga/ and I.a;b/D
.bb=aa/1=.b a/=e are respectively the logarithmic and inentric means of a and b.
Yang and Chu [31, 32], and Yang, Chu and Song [33] proved that the inequalities
1
p
L.a;b/A.a;b/ < T .a;b/ < 1
p
L.a;b/A.a;b/;
L2.a;b/A1 2.a;b/ < T .a;b/ < 2L.a;b/C .1 2/A.a;b/;
T .a;b/ > Lp.a;b/
3
p
L.a;b/I.a;b/ < T .a;b/ < 3
p
L.a;b/I.a;b/;
hold for all a;b > 0 with a ¤ b if and only if 1 
p
2= , 1  1, 2  3=4, 2 
3=4, p  3=2, 3 
p
e= and 3  1, where Lp.a;b/ D Œ.bp   ap/=.p.logb  
loga//1=p is the p-order generalized logarithmic mean of a and b.
In [20], the authors proved that p1D 0, q1D 1=4, p2D 0 and q2D 1=2 
p
2=4 are
the best possible parameters on the interval Œ0;1=2 such that the double inequalities
H.a;bIp1/ < T .a;b/ < H.a;bIq1/; (1.8)
G.a;bIp2/ < T .a;b/ < G.a;bIq2/ (1.9)
hold for all a;b > 0 with a¤ b.
Let ˛ 2 Œ0;1, x 2 Œ0;1=2, a;b > 0 with a ¤ b, f .x/ D H.a;bIx/, g.x/ D
G.a;bIx/. Then we clearly see that both the functions f .x/ and g.x/ are strictly
increasing on Œ0;1=2. Inequality (1.6) and the well known inequalities
H.a;b/ < G.a;b/ < L.a;b/ < I.a;b/ < A.a;b/
lead to the conclusion that
f .0/DH.a;b/ < ˛A.a;b/C .1 ˛/T .a;b/ < A.a;b/D f .1=2/; (1.10)
g.0/DG.a;b/ < ˛A.a;b/C .1 ˛/T .a;b/ < A.a;b/D g.1=2/: (1.11)
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From inequalities (1.10) and (1.11) together with the monotonicity of the functions
f .x/ and g.x/ on the interval Œ0;1=2, it is necessary to discover the best possible
parameters 1, 1, 2 and2 on the interval Œ0;1=2 such that the double inequalities
H.a;bI1/ < ˛A.a;b/C .1 ˛/T .a;b/ < H.a;bI1/;
G.a;bI2/ < ˛A.a;b/C .1 ˛/T .a;b/ < G.a;bI2/
hold for all ˛ 2 Œ0;1 and a;b > 0 with a¤ b.
2. LEMMAS










holds for all n 2N.
Lemma 2 ([17]). Let fang1nD0 and fbng1nD0 be two real sequences with bn>0 and








if the power series
P1
nD0 bntn is convergent for all t 2 R.







holds for all x > 0 and a 2 .0;1/.
Lemma 4 ([34]). Let A.t/ DP1kD0aktk and B.t/ DP1kD0 bktk be two real
power series converging on . r;r/ .r > 0/ with bk > 0 for all k. If the non-constant
sequence fak=bkg1kD0 is increasing (decreasing) for all k, then the function t 7!
A.t/=B.t/ is strictly increasing (decreasing) on .0;r/.










holds for all ; >  1 and t 2 R.







holds for all t 2 R, where cosh.t/D .et C e t /=2 is the hyperbolic cosine functions.
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is strictly increasing from .0;1/ onto .1=4;1/, where sinh.t/D .et   e t /=2 is the
hyperbolic sine function.
Proof. Let n 2N, and fang and fbng be defined by
an D .4nC4/Š



















24nC5Œ.2nC4/Š2 < 0 (2.5)
for all n 2N.
It follows from Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 6 together with (2.1)-(2.4) that





































From Lemma 4, (2.5) and (2.6) we clearly see that the function f .t/ is strictly
increasing on .0;1/. Therefore, Lemma 7 follows from (2.7) and (2.8) together with
the monotonicity of f .t/ on the interval .0;1/. 





is strictly increasing from .0;1/ onto .1=2;1/.
Proof. Let n 2N, and fcng and fdng be defined by
cn D .2nC2/Š
22nC2Œ.nC1/Š4 ; dn D
22nC2
.2nC2/Š ; (2.10)

















24nC6Œ.nC1/Š4 < 0 (2.13)
for all n 2N.















































Therefore, Lemma 8 follows easily from Lemma 4 and (2.13)-(2.16). 
3. MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 1. Let 1;1;2;2 2 Œ0;1=2. Then the double inequalities
H.a;bI1/ < ˛A.a;b/C .1 ˛/T .a;b/ < H.a;bI1/; (3.1)
G.a;bI2/ < ˛A.a;b/C .1 ˛/T .a;b/ < G.a;bI2/ (3.2)





1 ˛=4, 2  1=2 
p
1 ˛2=2 and 2  1=2 
p
2.1 ˛/=4.
Proof. Let p;q 2 Œ0;1=2. Without loss of generality, we assume that b > a > 0
and t D logpb=a > 0 due to A.a;b/, T .a;b/, H.a;bIp/ and G.a;bIq/ are sym-






























.1 ˛/f .t/  .1 2p/2 ; (3.3)























where f .t/ and g.t/ are defined by Lemmas 7 and 8, respectively.
Therefore, Theorem 1 follows easily from (3.3) and (3.4) together with Lemmas 7
and 8. 
Remark 1. Let ˛D 0. Then inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) reduce to inequalities (1.8)
and (1.9), respectively.
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Corollary 1. Let 1D 1=2 
p
1 ˛=2 and 1D 1=2 
p
1 ˛=4. Then inequal-








for all t > 0.
Corollary 2. Let 2 D 1=2 
p
1 ˛2=2 and 2 D 1=2 
p
2.1 ˛/=4. Then
inequality (3.2)) leads toq
1 ˛2C˛2 cosh2.t/ ˛ cosh.t/








for all ˛ 2 .0;1/ and t > 0. In particular, if ˛ D 1=2, then one hasq
3C cosh2.t/  cosh.t/ < I0.t/ <
q
1C3cosh2.t/  cosh.t/
for all t > 0.
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